Let F be a finitely generated Fuchsian group of the first kind. We provided necessary and sufficient conditions such that, for any t ^ 1, F has only a finite number of normal subgroups with t parabolic classes.
Introduction.
In this paper we consider finitely generated Fuchsian groups F of the first kind. L. Greenberg [1] has shown that for any r^l there are only a finite number of normal subgroups of the (2, 3, oo) modular group with / parabolic classes. M. Newman [3] has obtained the same result for any (p,q, oo) triangle group where (p,q) = \. We shall now resolve this problem for an arbitrary Fuchsian group by providing necessary and sufficient conditions for this to occur.
Preliminaries.
Let D denote the unit disc {z:|z|<l}. A Fuchsian group F is a discrete subgroup of L(D), the group of conformai homeomorphisms of D. A Fuchsian group F is said to be of the first kind if the closure, of the set of fixed points of nonelliptic elements of F distinct from the identity, is the entire boundary of £>.
Finitely generated Fuchsian groups of the first kind have the presentation:
Defining relations: el1 = e~"2 = ■ • • = ekk = 1 iflaiMr1^1)^' ' ' ' ' e*> Pi' " ' ' Pr = '• If F has the above presentation, we say that F has signature (g; vx, • ■ ■, vk; r) and denote the group by F(g; vx, ■ ■ • , vk; r). The signature tells us there are precisely k nonconjugate (in F) maximal cyclic subgroups of F generated by an elliptic element of order v¡, i=l, • • • , k, and r nonconjugate (in F) maximal cyclic subgroups of F generated by a parabolic element. Fis said to have rparabolic classes. The letter g denotes the genus off.
The following theorem (Knopp and Newman [2] ) will be useful. Lemma 2. Let p and q be distinct primes with the properties q~>p and q= 1 (mod p). There exists a nonabelian group of order pq.
Proof.
Let H={b), K=(a) where av=b"=\.
Since q=\ (mod/?) we can, by the Fermât theorem, choose an integer r such that r^ 1 (mod q) but rv=\ (mod<7). Define yj(ai)b=br', l^i^p. Then yi(a')b is clearly an automorphism of H and y> is a homomorphism from K to the automorphism group of H. Therefore we can form the semidirect product G of HbyK. Proof.
Let G be the nonabelian group of order pq in Lemma 2. Since q>p there is a unique ¡7-Sylow subgroup generated by some element z eG. Let a generate one of the /7-Sylow subgroups. Consider the element y=az. Then y cannot have order q. For, if it did, the uniqueness of our 17-Sylow subgroup would imply az=zk for some 1 ^k<p and hence a= z*-1. But a has order p and z has order q, therefore (a) and (z) can only have the identity element in common. Hence y must have order p (y cannot have order pq since G is noncyclic). Setting x=a~~1 we obtain the relations xv~yv=(xy)q=\.
Clearly x and y generate G. By the Dirichlet theorem on primes there are an infinite number of primes q satisfying q=\ (mod/?), and the theorem follows. □ We shall denote the groups of the previous theorem by [p,p, n]. Let G be a group with an abelian subgroup A of finite index n. Let X={xx, x2, • ■ ■ , xn} be a set of coset representatives of the right cosets Ag.
If g e G we define a mapping t of G into A by
where g e X is the representative of the right coset Ag. The mapping t is a homomorphism of C7 into A called the transfer of G into A. If A is contained in the center of G, r(g)=g". Proof. We shall prove the necessity first. Our method is to show that if F is not of the above type we can construct for some /^l an infinite number of normal subgroups with t parabolic classes. Case 1. We first show that F cannot have more than one parabolic class.
Suppose F has two or more parabolic classes px, p2, ■ ■ ■ , pr, p with relation: (*) ifl atbfi^bjA eu ■ ■ ■, ek, pu ■ ■ ■ , pr = p. Since U<=Z(G), for all g e G, r(g)=gs. Hence t ° <j> is an epimorphism of F onto Gs=> Us, Gs<= if. Since an abelian homomorphic image of F has order at most vxv2 ■ ■ ■ vk, we obtain |i/s|^|G5|^»'1»'2 " ' ' vk. As U is cyclic we get r¡s^r¡(r, s) = \Us\. Therefore r^s\Us\ or r^vxv2 ■ ■ ■ vkt*. Since p = rs we conclude fi^VjVg • • • vkt2i. Since the number of subgroups of bounded index in a finitely generated group is finite (Hall [4] ) we obtain our result. Q
